
Bow River Bruins Hockey Association – Evaluators Code of Conduct 
 
1. I will ensure compliance with the Bow River Bruins Hockey Association Evaluation 
Process Manual. 
 
2. I will review and understand the drills and skills identified within the practice plans to 
ensure a clear understanding of the on-ice process. 
 
3. I will review the evaluation criteria prior to the process to ensure that all Evaluators are 
evaluating the same skill with the same intent. 
 
4. I will attend training sessions as required. 
 
5. I will stay physically separate and independent from all other Evaluators and parents 
during the evaluation process.  
 
6. I will refrain from using my mobile device during a session. 
 
7. I will provide a fair, unbiased and thorough analysis of all players. 
 
8. I will not compare notes, scores or rankings with other Evaluators, unless requested to 
do so by the Chair of Evaluations. 
 
9. I will not share comments or opinions with any parents / players or other interested 
observers. 
 
10. I will maintain confidentiality of player rankings at all times. 
 
11. I will review the rankings at the end of each session to ensure that there are no 
errors. 
 
12. I will submit Evaluations forms to a member of the Evaluations coordinator team 
immediately following the completion of each ice session. 
 
12. I will refer questions, comments or complaints that I have or may receive to the 
Evaluation Division Coordinator or Chair of Evaluations without offering comment on the 
question or complaint. 
 
13. I will advise the Evaluation Division Coordinator if my son / daughter is on the 
evaluation sheet I receive so that I do not evaluate my own son / daughter. 
 
I acknowledge that I reviewed, understand and will comply with this Bow River Bruins 
Hockey Association Evaluator’s Code of Conduct. 
 
 
Date: ___________________________ 
 
Evaluators Name (please print): __________________________________________ 
 
 
Signature: _________________________________________________ 


